These proceedings consist of seven papers and four reaction papers that were presented at a conference designed for administrative and management personnel from agencies and programs providing education and rehabilitation services to blind persons. Included in the volume are the following papers: "Introduction to Rehabilitation Research," by William H. Graves; "Predicting Employment Outcomes of Blind Clients of State Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies," by J. Martin Giesen; "Productivity and Comfort of the Visually Impaired Worker as a Function of Low-Vision Aid Usage and Illumination Level and Color Contrast Modifications," by Shelly Miles; "The Low-Vision Clinic as an Employment Enhancement Technique," by Connie Mccas; "The Career Development of Blind and Visually Impaired Persons and Career Development Service Resources," by William H. Graves; "Funding Technological Advances," by Mary Ann Langton; and "The Future of Rehabilitation Research in Blindness and Low Vision," by William H. Graves. Reactions to four of these papers were provided by the following individuals: J. Elton Moore, Randy Parker, Kenneth E. House, and Susan Jay Spungin. (MN)
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INTRODUCTION

Increasingly researchers are concerned about what happens to their research products. They are concerned not only with how the research products are used but also with the extent to which they are used. In an effort to promote the overall utilization and facilitate appropriate use of its research products the Mississippi State University Rehabilitation Research and Training Center on Blindness and Low Vision sponsors an Annual Research Utilization Conference.

This conference is designed for administrative and management personnel from the education and rehabilitation components of the blindness field. The conference is planned around four research presentations, highlighting research conducted by the Center. A previously designated panel member then reacts to each research presentation. This panel reaction is intended to be a catalyst for discussion of issues raised in the context of the research presentation. Additionally individual presentations are made on topics of interest to administrative and management personnel. The intent is to provide the individuals attending the conference with information that will enhance their ability to use the research that is presented as well as research they may encounter in the future.

This publication represents the main thrust of the formal proceedings. Unfortunately it is not possible to communicate the many fruitful discussions that emerged during the conference. The research summaries contained in this document are essentially the same as those provided to the conference participants. To these summaries have been
ADDED COMMENTS MADE BY THE PANEL MEMBERS. THREE ADDITIONAL PAPERS ARE ALSO INCLUDED: TWO FOCUS ON REHABILITATION RESEARCH, WHILE THE THIRD DEALS WITH FUNDING SOURCES FOR TECHNOLOGY. EVEN THOUGH READING A CONFERENCE PROCEEDING IS NOT AN ADEQUATE SUBSTITUTE FOR ATTENDING THE CONFERENCE, THE INFORMATION THAT CAN BE COMMUNICATED THIS WAY MAY BE OF INTEREST TO THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE UNABLE TO ATTEND.

EACH PRESENTER CONTRIBUTED GREATLY TO THE SUCCESS OF THE CONFERENCE. BY PUBLISHING THEIR WORK IN THIS WAY THEIR CONTRIBUTION WILL BE EVEN MORE LASTING.
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INTRODUCTION TO REHABILITATION RESEARCH

WILLIAM H. GRAVES, Ed.D.
DIRECTOR
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
REHABILITATION RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER
IN BLINDNESS AND LOW VISION
The field of blindness has experienced considerable progress in the last half-century. Much of this progress may be attributed to research. Through research, new technological aids and devices have been developed; instructional materials and procedures have been created for use in the field; and life itself has been extended for blind persons whose blindness results from diseases such as diabetes. Research to many people, including those in the visual disability field, may be far too narrowly defined and too exclusively associated with experimentation as conducted in the physical, biological or medical sciences. Too often, research has been perceived almost exclusively in the context of the discovery of a new drug or the invention of new technology.

"Research is best conceived as the process of arriving at dependable solutions to problems through the planned and systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of data" (Nouly, 1970, p. 12). It is an important tool for advancing knowledge, for promoting progress, and for enabling human beings to relate more effectively to the environment, to achieve goals, and to solve problems (Nouly, 1970).

Research is oriented toward the discovery of functional relationships existing among the phenomena of the world in which blind and visually impaired people, educators, and rehabilitation counselors live. Researchers assume that relationships exist between certain antecedent or prior events and certain consequents so that under certain conditions, a certain consequent will likely follow a certain prior event. Rehabilitation researchers, like other researchers, attempt to determine the parameters of these relationships. When there are changes in these certain events, there may be changes in the
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ANTECEDENT AND CONSEQUENT EVENTS. THESE CHANGES FRUST RATE THE CONSUMER OF RESEARCH FOR THE RESEARCHER CAN NOT GIVE UNEQUIVOCAL ANSWERS. THE RESEARCHER MUST ALWAYS QUALIFY, LIMIT, AND ISSUE STATEMENTS REPLETE WITH WORDS SUCH AS IF, WHEN, MAY, HOWEVER, AND BUT IN SUCH CASES.

Research is a concept which describes activities that are "systematic and detailed, designed to discover new knowledge, or to confirm or disprove assumptions regarding what we hold to be true" (Cook, 1979, p. 89). On the other hand, research is not a belief or a statement of faith. It may, however, be an opinion that is, hopefully, held without emotional attitudes and is open to evaluation (Cook, 1979). Cook (1979) argues that the best way to think of research is as "...the opinion of the investigator, documented by facts presented according to certain rules, and open to public confirmation or refutation" (p. 89). The purpose of this research utilization conference is to inform you of our opinions, documented by facts, about certain aspects of the career development of blind and visually impaired persons, and to give you an opportunity to consider our findings and these implications for your practice.

While research in general is an activity to discover new knowledge, to check our assumptions, and to solve problems, rehabilitation research has a more specific focus. "Rehabilitation research is a discipline concerned with the human problem of adaptation to disability and handicap," states Goldberg (1976, p. 66). Rehabilitation research is a special discipline concerned less with the treatment or prevention of disability than how the disability affects the physical, psychological, social, and vocational func-
TIONING OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES (GOLDBERG, 1976). The basic purpose of rehabilitation research is to understand how disability affects the functioning of the individual. This purpose is achieved through the use of the scientific method which is a set of procedures designed to limit biases about the effects of disability on the individual's functioning. Rehabilitation research may be either basic or applied research. Basic research attempts to extend scientific theory and lay a foundation for research. Applied research, although having more limited objectives, attempts to address specific problems encountered by the practitioner, the consumer, or the agency (GOLDBERG, 1976). The methodologies used in the two types of research may be similar, but the two differ in the kinds of questions asked.

How the understanding of the effects of disability on functioning is achieved is what is known as the methodological procedure. There are a number of research methodologies. The methodologies may range from the simple to the complex. The aim of each methodological design whether simple or complex is to limit the effect of bias on the findings and hence the understanding of the effects of disability on functioning. The more adequate the methodological design the more inferences and conclusions can be drawn from the research activity. These conclusions can then be employed in the design of rehabilitation service delivery systems.

Rehabilitation research like all research has the potential of being used. Indeed, rehabilitation research may be unique particularly in the human services fields because of the concerted efforts taken to ensure the findings are used (ENGSTROM, 1975; MURPHY, 1975). Research utilization seminars like this one and those of other organizations like
The American Foundation for the Blind are designed to enhance the utilization of research. While such seminars may enhance the level and rate at which research findings are adapted by practitioners, they only serve as the vehicle for adaptation of new techniques, practices, and approaches. The real reason for such seminars is to aid the potential research user in perceiving the research as meeting specific needs and being economical to adapt and put into practice.

The rehabilitation research program of the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center on Blindness and Low Vision emphasizes the investigation of the effects of blindness and severe visual impairment on the career development of blind and severely visually impaired persons. The research program of the Center is being guided by the Center's Career Development Intervention Strategies (CDIS) model. This model addresses issues raised by the impact of blindness and other severe visual impairments on the individual's career development. Career development research (Hilton, 1962; Osipow, 1968) until recently has been descriptive of the sighted population's career development without purposeful interventions. More recently (Holland, Magoon & Spokane, 1981; Fretz & Leong, 1982), attention has been given to identifying, among sighted persons, those who might benefit from differential career interventions. Some work has been done in the area of the career development interventions for special needs populations (Cook, 1977). However, the majority of these projects have neglected the career development needs of blind and severely visually impaired persons while emphasizing the needs of persons who are mentally retarded or culturally disadvantaged. A 1980 study of the North Carolina Rehabilitation Research and Training Center in Blindness
STATEMENT OF CRITICAL, 1980) INDICATED THAT EIGHT PRIORITY RESEARCH AREAS RELATING TO THE CENTER’S CAREER DEVELOPMENT MODEL WERE IDENTIFIED BY OVER 200 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN WORK WITH BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE. THESE EIGHT PRIORITY AREAS INCLUDE UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT OF BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS, EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT SERVICES, CAREER GROWTH, JOB DEVELOPMENT, JOB IDENTIFICATION, REFERRAL SERVICES, AND SOCIAL BARRIERS TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS.

THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTION STRATEGY MODEL CONTAINS FOUR ELEMENTS THAT ARE RELATED TO THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONS WHO ARE BLIND OR SEVERELY VISUALLY IMPAIRED. THE FOUR ELEMENTS ARE (A) SITE OF THE DELIVERY OF THE SERVICE; (B) SPECIFIC SERVICES DELIVERED; (C) FUNCTIONAL WORK LEVEL OF THE INDIVIDUAL WITH THE VISUAL IMPAIRMENT, AND (D) THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT STAGE OF THE INDIVIDUAL WITH THE VISUAL IMPAIRMENT. THIS MODEL IS INTENDED TO GENERATE RESEARCH HYPOTHESES AND TO INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD THAT THE RESEARCH PROGRAM OF THE MSU CENTER ADDRESSES PROBLEMS IMPACTING THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS.

EACH OF THE CENTER’S ELEVEN RESEARCH PROJECTS RELATE DIRECTLY TO THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTION STRATEGY MODEL. EIGHT OF THESE PROJECTS ADDRESS QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE CAREER SERVICES DIMENSION OF THE MODEL. THE CAREER SERVICES ADDRESSED INCLUDE EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT SERVICES, VOCATIONAL TRAINING, AND ASSESSMENT SERVICES. TWO PROJECTS ASK QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE OUTCOME OF THE REHABILITATION PROCESS AND ONE ADDRESSES THE OVERALL MODEL.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF REHABILITATION RESEARCH IN THE ENHANCEMENT OF THE EMPLOYMENT OF BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS? IT IS TO
DETERMINE OR CLARIFY THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AND AMONG VARIABLES WHICH AFFECT THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF BLIND PERSONS. REHABILITATION RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTERS ARE ALSO CHARGED WITH MAKING INFORMATION ABOUT THESE RELATIONSHIPS ACCESSIBLE TO PRACTITIONERS AND TO CONSUMERS AND TO ASSIST IN THE UTILIZATION OF THIS RESEARCH INFORMATION IN THE DELIVERY OF REHABILITATION SERVICES.
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PREDICTING EMPLOYMENT OUTCOME; OF BLIND CLIENTS OF STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AGENCIES

J. MARTIN GIESEN, Ph.D.
Research Associate
Mississippi State University
Rehabilitation Research and Training Center
In Blindness and Low Vision
ASSESSMENT OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES AND THE SEARCH FOR CORRELATES OR "PREDICTORS" OF SUCCESSFUL REHABILITATION HAVE BEEN RESEARCHED FOR SOME TIME, AND THESE EFFORTS HAVE MET WITH FAIR SUCCESS (BERKOWITZ, ET. AL., 1975). BERKOWITZ (1980) STATES THAT SUCCESSFUL VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION CLIENTS TEND TO BE YOUNGER, WHITE, MARRIED, AND MORE HIGHLY EDUCATED: THAT POTENTIALLY SUCCESSFUL CLIENTS NEED TO BE IDENTIFIED SO THEY CAN RECEIVE APPROPRIATE TREATMENT NEEDED TO RETURN THEM TO THE LABOR MARKET. HOWEVER, SUCH STUDIES TYPICALLY HAVE NOT FOCUSED ON BLIND POPULATIONS.

A SMALL NUMBER OF STUDIES HAVE FOCUSED ON BLIND POPULATIONS AND HAVE REPORTED THE FOLLOWING TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH SUCCESSFUL REHABILITATION: SEX AND PRESENCE OF RESIDUAL VISION (GILLMAN, SIMON, & SHINN, 1978); INTELLIGENCE AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL (BAUMAN & YODER, 1966); AGE, AGE AT ONSET, EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, INTELLIGENCE, RACE, SEX, AND RESIDUAL VISION (LUKOFF & WHITMAN, 1970); CLIENT-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS OF AGE, RACE, SEX MARITAL STATUS, NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS, EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, INTELLIGENCE, TRAVEL ABILITY AND SEVEN PROGRAM-RELATED FACTORS (CROUSE, 1974); AND ORIENTATION/MOBILITY SKILLS, WORK STATUS BEFORE SERVICES, AGE, AGE AT ONSET, AND NUMBER OF YEARS BLIND (KNOWLES, 1969). FACTORS NOT PREVIOUSLY INVESTIGATED BUT ADDRESSED IN THIS STUDY INCLUDE STATUS OF LABOR MARKET, ACCESSIBILITY (PROXIMITY) OF COUNSELING SERVICES, AND REHABILITATION AND PROTECTED EMPLOYMENT FACILITIES.

METHODOLOGICAL SHORTCOMINGS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH WERE THAT (1) OUTCOME WAS VIEWED IN AN IMPRECISE, "SUCCESSFUL" VS. "UNSUCCESSFUL" CLASSIFICATION, WHICH DUNN (1975) ARGUES RESULTS IN AN UNDERESTIMATION...
OF CLIENT IMPROVEMENT; (2) THE SAMPLES EMPLOYED, AND HENCE
GENERALIZABILITY, WERE RESTRICTED; AND (3) THE DATA, USUALLY FROM
STANDARD FORMS ON COMPUTER TAPES, COULD NOT BE CHECKED FOR ACCURACY.

THIS STUDY ATTEMPTED TO OVERCOME OMISSIONS AND METHODOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON BLIND POPULATIONS AND TO PROVIDE
RESULTS WHICH CAN ASSIST STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AGENCIES IN
IDENTIFYING SERVICES AND ALLOCATING RESOURCES TO MAXIMIZE
REHABILITATION OUTCOMES.

SUBJECTS

SIX HUNDRED NINETEEN CASE FOLDERS OF BLIND OR SEVERELY
VISUALLY IMPAIRED VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION CLIENTS CLOSED IN STATUS
26 (REHABILITATED) OR STATUS 28 (NOT REHABILITATED) DURING FEDERAL
FISCAL YEARS 1978, 1979, AND 1980 FROM FLORIDA, KANSAS, MISSISSIPPI,
AND OHIO WERE REVIEWED. THE CHOICE OF STATES WAS GUIDED BY FISCAL
CONSTRAINTS AND TO OBTAIN RURAL/URBAN, GEOGRAPHIC, AGENCY STRUCTURE
AND SIZE REPRESENTATION.

PROCEDURE

BASED ON REQUESTED ESTIMATES FROM THE REHABILITATION SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION (RSA) FOR STATUS 26 AND STATUS 28 CASE CLOSURES, A
TOTAL ACCESSIBLE POPULATION SIZE FOR ALL FOUR STATES WAS ESTABLISHED.
THE NUMBER OF CASES SELECTED FOR EACH STATE WAS PROPORTIONAL TO THE
NUMBER OF STATUS 26 AND STATUS 28 CLOSURES IN THAT STATE. THE
RESULTING SAMPLE SIZES FOR EACH STATE WERE AS FOLLOWS: FLORIDA 146,
KANSAS 42, MISSISSIPPI 124, AND OHIO 307. SYSTEMATIC QUOTA SAMPLING
WAS EMPLOYED BY SELECTING EVERY 17TH CASE FROM A LIST OF ELIGIBLE
CASES UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE QUOTAS WERE MET. (THE ONLY EXCEPTION WAS
in Kansas where FY's 1979 and 1980 cases were sampled more heavily to make up for the unavailability of 1978 cases, which had already been destroyed.

Data were collected directly from examination of the casefiles by a trained research team and recorded on a special, pretested coding form designed for the study. Specific factual information was abstracted from the RSA-300 Reporting form (71 variables), casefile information (32 variables) such as mobility training, occupational history, proximity, and 28 specific service expenditures.

RESULTS

After extensive checking, the data were entered for computerized statistical analysis. Extensive descriptive statistics were obtained. After screening of "candidate" predictor variables by requiring a simple correlation of at least 0.1 with the criterion; 39 predictor variables were identified for use in predicting four outcome categories. The work status outcome categories were as follows: Wage Earner I -- Competitive Employment, Self-employed, and Business Enterprise. Wage Earner II -- Sheltered Workshop and Homebound Industry. Non-wage Earner I -- Homemaker, Unpaid Family Worker. Non-wage Earner II -- Not Working.

Multiple discriminant analysis (Morrision, 1967) indicated a 60 percent correct classification for actual vs. predicted group membership.

CONCLUSIONS

The best predictors of work status category at closure were age onset of blindness, personal adjustment training/vocational adjustment
TRAINING RECEIVED, SEX, EDUCATION, RECEIPT OF PHYSICAL RESTORATION, OCCUPATIONAL GOAL, PROXIMITY TO REHABILITATION COUNSELOR, AND RECEIPT OF INSTITUTIONAL OR NON-INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING.

RESULTS WILL ALLOW PREDICTION OF REHABILITATION OUTCOME FROM PERSONAL AND SERVICE INFORMATION. THE STUDY ALSO PROVIDES A LARGE, ACCURATE DATA BASE FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH ON LEGALLY BLIND VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION CLIENTS.
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RESPONSE TO
PREDICTING EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES
OF BLIND CLIENTS OF STATE VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION AGENCIES

J. ELTON MOORE, Ed.D.
DIRECTOR
MISSISSIPPI VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
FOR THE BLIND
We would all tend to agree that we can make better and more effective utilization of scarce resources by identifying those factors that contribute to successful rehabilitation. This functional outcome study ("Predicting Employment Outcomes of Blind and Severely Visually Impaired Clients of State Rehabilitation Agencies") is one of the largest and most comprehensive studies of rehabilitation outcomes involving legally blind adults ever reported. The staff of Mississippi Vocational Rehabilitation for the Blind was very pleased to be able to participate in the study for there are numerous implications for vocational rehabilitation agencies.

The study offers support for conclusions reached by other researchers involving other disability categories. For example, those legally and totally blind adults who are younger, male, better educated and have received facility or institutional training are more apt to be closed in competitive employment or as self-employed or employed in the Business Enterprise Program than those who are older, female, less educated. While successful clients tend to be younger, married, better educated or younger when first disabled, it is difficult to develop and implement written policies and procedures that effectively allow an agency counselor to screen out applicants who may be older, single or poorly educated because of an individual's rights to apply for services and be given an administrative review/fair hearing if denied services.

It was interesting to note that Group 4 (Status 28 Closures - Non-rehabilitated) was most likely and Group 1 (Status - Competitive Employment, Self-Employed or BEP) was least likely to be receiving SSDI
BENEFITS DURING THE SERVICE PERIOD. THIS IS CONSISTENT WITH THE WEST VIRGINIA RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER FINDINGS THAT CLIENTS RECEIVING BENEFITS FROM THREE OR MORE SOURCES SHOWED A ZERO PERCENT PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL VR CLOSURE.

THIS STUDY REFLECTS THE NEED TO HAVE STANDARDIZED REPORTING FORMS USED BY ALL REHABILITATION AGENCIES. ALTHOUGH THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET HAS ELIMINATED THE USE OF THE R-300 FORM, THE REHABILITATION AMENDMENTS OF 1984 CALL FOR MORE SPECIFIC DATA COLLECTION FOR PURPOSES OF ENHANCING PROGRAM EVALUATION EFFORTS. BECAUSE OF THE NUMBER OF FILES WHICH CONTAINED MISSING DATA, THERE SEEMS TO BE A WIDESPREAD NEED TO ENCOURAGE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION STAFF TO MORE ADEQUATELY AND ACCURATELY COMPLETE CASE DATA FORMS. FOR EXAMPLE, DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY CENTER STAFF FOUND THAT MISSISSIPPI COUNSELORS OFTEN DID NOT REPORT A SECONDARY DISABILITY WHEN, IN FACT, ONE WAS WELL DOCUMENTED. IF SECONDARY DISABILITIES AREN'T BEING ADEQUATELY REPORTED, COUNSELORS, IN EFFECT, AREN'T GETTING CREDIT FOR THE SEVERITY OF DISABILITIES BEING SERVED.

THE USE OF THE TOTAL VOCATIONAL QUOTIENT IN THE DATA ANALYSES REFLECTS THAT BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE ARE BEING PLACED IN JOBS ON A LEVEL COMMENSURATE WITH THE SIGHTED POPULATION AND IN A WIDE VARIETY OF JOBS. GIVEN THE CONTINUATION OF SCARCE RESOURCES (BOTH HUMAN AND FISCAL RESOURCES), IT WILL BE INCUMBENT UPON EACH AGENCY TO REVIEW THESE FINDINGS/RESULTS FOR PURPOSES OF SERVING THE MOST PEOPLE POSSIBLE. APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF THE GROUPED CASES WERE CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED. WE HAVE, THEREFORE, ADDED TO OUR BODY OF KNOWLEDGE BY IDENTIFYING A MODEST AMOUNT OF COMMON VARIANCE BETWEEN
PREDICTOR VARIABLES AND OUTCOME CATEGORIES. HOWEVER, WE SHOULD KEEP IN MIND THAT THIS STUDY IS AN EXPLORATORY SEARCH FOR POTENTIALLY DISCRIMINATING VARIABLES AND, WITH ONLY 31 PERCENT OF THE VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR, THERE ARE MANY VARIABLES YET TO BE IDENTIFIED AND STUDIED THAT IMPACT ON REHABILITATION OUTCOME.
PRODUCTIVITY AND COMFORT OF THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED WORKER AS A FUNCTION OF LOW VISION AID USAGE AND ILLUMINATION LEVEL AND COLOR CONTRAST MODIFICATIONS

Shelly Miles, Ph.D.
Research Associate
Mississippi State University
Rehabilitation Research and Training Center in Blindness and Low Vision
Visual performance is affected by many variables. The ability to perceive a stimulus is dependent on both the process of sight (the physiological components of vision) and on the characteristics of the visual environment. This interdependence of variables influencing visual performance underlies common practices designed to compensate for losses in visual acuity such as increasing the illumination, contrast, or size of the stimulus. Likewise, optical devices or low-vision aids are employed to enhance the capabilities of the visual system. However, little research to date has investigated the extent to which such strategies actually contribute to the performance and comfort of the low-vision worker.

Previous research indicates that higher levels of illumination can increase workers’ productivity and comfort in a variety of industries and occupations, although the extent of increase is not always large. Studies also indicate that visually impaired persons generally benefit even more from increases in illumination than sighted persons. Furthermore, there is greater variability in lighting levels chosen by visually impaired persons than others.

The use of color contrast to aid visual function has received less attention. However, studies do indicate that the degree of contrast does affect performance and that what constitutes an optimum contrast varies with the individual and the task characteristics.

While low-vision aids have been developed to increase specific components of visual functioning such as acuity and size of the visual field, little research has been done to date on the effect of low-vision aids on the productivity or comfort of the worker. Since most
AIDS HAVE RATHER SPECIFIC AND LIMITED EFFECTS ON VISUAL CAPABILITIES, IT IS LIKELY THAT THE EFFECT ON WORKING PERFORMANCE WILL DEPEND ON THE DEGREE OF MATCH BETWEEN THE VISUAL DEMANDS OF THE JOB AND THE PARTICULAR LOW-VISION AID.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WAS GUIDED BY SEVERAL SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. To develop strategies for testing and identifying optimum illumination levels and color contrasts for severely visually impaired persons,

2. To gain some indication of the type and degree of variation among the identified optimum conditions across individuals,

3. To develop strategies for modifying work sites to incorporate such environmental enhancers in a visually meaningful manner,

4. To determine the impact of work site modifications on the productivity and comfort of these workers,

5. To determine the impact of low-vision aids on the productivity and comfort of these workers, and

6. To establish the contribution of low-vision aids to the efficacy of environmental modifications.

Those objectives which are directly testable form the basic hypotheses of the study.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Low-vision subjects, several of whom first received low-vision aids (LVA), were tested with respect to various illumination levels and color contrast conditions to ascertain whether specific levels of these variables could facilitate visual acuity. An optimum level of lighting and color contrast was identified for each subject. Results of preliminary testing indicated that for at least some individuals, specific lighting conditions and color contrast were related to better performance, but there were considerable individual differences in terms of what constituted optimum conditions for each subject and to what degree optimum conditions facilitated visual performance.

The job-site of each subject was modified in accordance with that subject's optimum illumination and color conditions. The subjects, most of whom were employed in sewing jobs, received each modification separately and in combination, in a prearranged sequence. Before and after each modification (or treatment) phase, the modifications were withdrawn, resulting in non-treatment phases alternating with treatment phases. The design was an A-B-A-C-D-A single-subject, withdrawal design, with A representing non-treatment phases and B, C, and D representing light only, color-only, and color-plus-light modification phases, respectively. The dependent measure was productivity rates.

There was considerable variability among the subjects. Some subjects exhibited higher production rates related to one or more of the modifications, while others did not. Of those who did, better performance was related to the light modifications and not to color modifications. In general, production rates were highly variable.
SUGGESTING CONSIDERABLE INFLUENCE BY OTHER UNCONTROLLED EXTRANEOLS
AND WITHIN SUBJECT VARIABLES (FOR EXAMPLE, MOTIVATION). BASELINE DATA
TAKEN BEFORE AND AFTER THE RECEIPT OF LVA'S INDICATED INCREASED PER-
FORMANCE FOR SEVERAL OF THOSE SUBJECTS USING LVA'S.

AFTER PRODUCTIVITY DATA COLLECTION, SUBJECTS WERE ASKED TO
RESPOND TO COMFORT QUESTIONNAIRES DESIGNED TO MEASURE THEIR ATTITUDES
CONCERNING LVA'S AND/OR COLOR AND LIGHT MODIFICATIONS. THE MAJORITY
OF SUBJECTS WERE FAVORABLE WITH RESPECT TO ALL MODIFICATIONS. HOWEVER,
THE PERCENTAGE OF FAVORABLE RESPONSES TO EACH TYPE OF MODIFICATION INDI-
CATED GREATEST FAVORABILITY (I.E., MOST BENEFICIAL) TO THE LVA, NEXT
TO THE LIGHT MODIFICATION, AND LEAST TO THE COLOR MODIFICATION.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT ENHANCEMENT PRACTICE

THE DIFFICULTIES OF FIELD RESEARCH ARE WELL-KNOWN. STUDIES OF
THIS NATURE ARE COMPLICATED BY THE MANY FACTORS BEYOND ANY
RESEARCHER'S CONTROL. THE RESULT OF THESE COMPLICATIONS IS THAT WHILE
THE ISSUES MAY BE PARTICULARLY GERMANE (BASED AS THEY ARE ON REAL-
WORLD SITUATIONS) CONCLUSIONS OFTEN MUST REMAIN SOMEWHAT TENTATIVE,
SINCE THE LACK OF CONTROL DOES NOT ALLOW FOR THE COMPLETE ELIMINATION
OF ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS FOR THE FINDINGS. WITH THIS QUALIFICATION
IN MIND, THE FOLLOWING STRATEGIES ARE RECOMMENDED WITH RESPECT TO PER-
FORMANCE ENHANCEMENT THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATIONS.

1. INDIVIDUALIZED TESTING FOR ESTABLISHING ILLUMINATION LEVELS
OPTIMALLY NEEDED BY THE PARTIALLY SIGHTED WORKER SHOULD BE DONE.
LOW-VISION INDIVIDUALS DIFFER WIDELY IN TERMS OF WHAT TYPE OF
MODIFICATIONS ARE BENEFICIAL AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH THEY MAY
BE OF BENEFIT.
2. **Frequent retesting is appropriate for individuals with progressive eye conditions.** As changes occur in a person's acuity and field characteristics, it is to be expected that visual and illumination level needs will change as well.

3. **Testing for optimum environmental enhancers should be job-specific.** Visual needs are somewhat task-specific depending on the individual's work strategies, experience with the task, and the nature of the task. An identified "optimum" for one particular task (e.g., an acuity test) will not necessarily benefit the individual in doing other tasks or activities. The testing should incorporate as many components (i.e., visual demand characteristics) as possible. There exists the need for a standard protocol to assess the visual demands of specific jobs.

4. **Specific environmental modifications should be strategically devised and refined.** Knowledge of optimum conditions for an individual is worthless if attempts to modify his/her environment fall short of incorporating those characteristics in a visually meaningful way. This is an especially critical point to make regarding such stimulus characteristics as color contrast which are not easily incorporated into some job tasks. Job analysis and visual demand assessments can help to identify the environmental characteristics that are both: (A) Modifiable and (B) Functionally visually meaningful.

5. **Where feasible, flexible illumination and color modifications should be incorporated.** A good example of this strategy is
THE USE OF RHEOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED LIGHTING WHICH AN EMPLOYEE CAN ADJUST ACCORDING TO NEED. IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT THE CONDITIONS WHICH ARE OPTIMUM FOR A TASK OF LIMITED DURATION ARE NOT NECESSARILY ALWAYS BENEFICIAL. FOR EXAMPLE, WHILE A VERY HIGH LEVEL OF ILLUMINATION MAY INCREASE VISUAL FUNCTION FOR SPECIFIC TASKS, THAT SAME LEVEL MAY RESULT IN EYE STRAIN OR GLARE DISCOMFORT IF USED FOR LONG HOURS AT A TIME. IT IS ALSO LIKELY THAT AN INDIVIDUAL'S VISUAL NEEDS MAY CHANGE ACCORDING TO VARIOUS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONDITIONS. THUS, WORKPLACE ACCOMMODATIONS WHICH THEMSELVES CAN BE MODIFIED BY THE WORKER ARE LIKELY TO BE THE MOST EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE.
RESPONSE TO
PRODUCTIVITY AND COMFORT OF THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
WORKER AS A FUNCTION OF LOW VISION AID USAGE AND
ILLUMINATION LEVEL AND COLOR CONTRAST MODIFICATIONS

RANDY PARKER
LOW VISION SPECIALIST
ARKANSAS ENTERPRISES FOR THE BLIND

A GREAT DEAL OF RESEARCH IS NOT AVAILABLE ABOUT THE ILLUMINATION AND COLOR CONTRAST NEEDS OF THE SEVERELY VISUALLY IMPAIRED. OPINIONS ARE IN THE LITERATURE. LIMITED RESEARCH IS AVAILABLE. BUT, THERE IS NOT A WEALTH OF RESEARCH. ARRIVING AT A RECOMMENDATION FOR ADEQUATE LIGHTING OR COLOR CONTRAST AT THIS TIME IS BASICALLY A TRAIL AND ERROR SITUATION. NO STANDARDS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED. NO PROCEDURES HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED. THEREFORE, THE PROCESS IS VERY TIME CONSUMING AND EXPENSIVE.

THE STRENGTH OF DR. MILES' STUDY IS THAT IT HELPS TO ESTABLISH AN EMPIRICAL BASE REGARDING ILLUMINATION AND COLOR CONTRAST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED. THE STUDY INCLUDES STRATEGIES TO TEST AND IDENTIFY OPTIMUM LEVELS. ALSO INCLUDED WAS THE OBJECTIVE TO DETERMINE THE IMPACT ON PRODUCTIVITY AND COMFORT.

WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO SEE AS THE LONG TERM PRODUCT OF THE RESEARCH IN THIS AREA IS A MANUAL FOR PRACTITIONERS. IDEALLY, THE MANUAL WOULD INDICATE GUIDELINES FOR ILLUMINATION LEVEL AND COLOR CONTRAST REQUIREMENTS CONSIDERING SPECIFIC EYE PATHOLOGY AND SPECIFIC JOBS.
The Illuminating Engineering Society has approached this subject for the normally sighted. A significant need exists to narrow the wide range of possibilities of requirements one might anticipate for the visually impaired.

I basically agree with the conclusions of the study and recommendations for further research. The strategy of individual testing is of particular importance since each person's vision is unique. Job specific evaluation is necessary because the needs can vary, not only considering the job, but also from room to room and task to task. I think when possible, evaluation should be done on the job. Perhaps a low vision service team member should have the responsibility of on-site evaluation.

Flexible environmental modifications for illumination and contrast seem especially appropriate. For instance, dimmer controlled portable lamps can be adapted considering fluctuating vision or changing circumstances on the job. Also, the ambient room lighting must be adequate. Four methods are available to increase the luminance from artificial lighting: (1) increase the output of the bulb; (2) reduce the distance from the bulb to the task; (3) use portable lamps or illuminated optical aids for supplemental lighting; or (4) alter the color of reflective surfaces such as walls, ceilings or desk tops to reflect more light.

What is the range of illumination or color contrast that should be available to the individual? The most important aspect of the study to me was the objective "To gain some indication of the type and
DEGREE OF VARIATION REQUIRED ACROSS INDIVIDUALS." I WOULD LIKE TO SEE
THIS PROCEDURE CARRIED FORWARD AND REFINED. I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A
MANUAL FOR GUIDELINES OF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS DEPENDING ON
THE DIAGNOSIS OF EYE PATHOLOGY. A STUDY BY THE NEW YORK LIGHTHOUSE ON
MACULAR DEGENERATION AND LIGHTING INDICATED A WIDE RANGE OF PREFERENCES. BUT THERE WAS A DISCERNABLE MINIMUM TO MAXIMUM RANGE OF 8 TO 20
FOOT CANDLES. THIS TYPE OF INFORMATION IS BADLY NEEDED IN THE FIELD
OF LOW VISION.

Obviously, as a low vision specialist, I think that the utilization
of low vision aids is essential to maximum job performance for
visually impaired individuals. I thought it interesting that the low
vision aids were rated as the most favorable of the three treatments
by the subjects.

Another factor in the present study concerning the low vision
aids is interesting. All subjects were initially prescribed spectacles with +3 or +4 diopter bifocal adds as the aid of choice.
These prescriptions are conventional as might be used by the
"normally" sighted. This is indicative of one type of low vision service. To generalize, three different styles of low vision service are
now offered. The first, which I'll call the ophthalmological style,
offers more conventional prescriptions for general tasks. The second,
the optometric style, prescribes more microscopic and telescopic aids,
for specialized tasks. The third, the rehabilitative approach, utilizes aspects of both of the above and, in addition, an array of services
TEACHING THE COMPENSATORY SKILLS FOR BLINDNESS. THESE THREE CATEGORIES ARE USED FOR DESCRIPTIVE PURPOSES AND ARE NOT DEFINITIVE. IN PRACTICE, LOW VISION CLINICS ARE NOT USUALLY LIMITED TO PRECISELY ONE OF THESE STYLES. AND, I THINK DIFFERENT APPROACHES ARE GOOD FOR CREATIVE SOLUTIONS AND INNOVATIVE APPLICATION. HOWEVER, THERE IS A LACK OF CONSISTENCY. I THINK THAT AN AWARENESS OF THESE FACTORS SHOULD BE KEPT IN MIND IN ANY ENDEAVOR TO RESEARCH LOW VISION SERVICES. EACH STYLE OFFERS POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES. THE OPHTHALMOLOGICAL STYLE OFFERS EXTENSIVE MEDICAL CARE AND RELATIVELY INEXPENSIVE AIDS FOR MORE GENERAL TASKS. THE OPTOMETRIC APPROACH OFFERS SOMEWHAT MORE EXPENSIVE AIDS FOR MORE SPECIALIZED TASKS. THE REHABILITATIVE STYLE HAS THE ADVANTAGE OF EXTENSIVE FOLLOW-UP INSTRUCTION WITH THE AIDS DURING COMPENSATORY SKILL TRAINING TO HELP GENERALIZE THE USE OF AIDS INTO DAILY ACTIVITIES.

Now what are the implications of these statements? A wide variety of low vision type services are available. The services range from the individual practice, to the large university clinic, to the rehabilitation center or agency setting. The issues of lighting and color contrast need to be addressed as part of these services.

In my mind, the delivery of these services is best accomplished by an interdisciplinary team approach. Before the initial low vision clinical examination, there should be an opthalmological examination as required by NAC. Then an examination is performed by the low vision clinician, followed by instruction from a low vision specialist in
proper utilization of aids. Training in the compensatory skills for
blindness should be available either on-site or through referral,
including communications, independent living skills, orientation and
mobility and vocational training. These areas of instruction should
incorporate the use of the aids including illumination and color
contrast enhancers. Additional visits to the clinic should be
available for any reevaluation necessary for fluctuation of vision or
adjustment of aids before the final prescription is written. At the
end of this process, the patient should know how to properly utilize
his low vision aids and control his environmental enhancers. How will
he or she pay for all this?

The American Academy of Ophthalmology and the American
Optometric Association are both lobbying for Medicare and other
insurance coverages for low vision services. This is part of the
answer. We need creative approaches to funding.

We also need more research to refine the procedures and establish
guidelines. As mentioned, I think guidelines are needed to indicate
the illumination levels and contrast needs according to eye patho-
logy. Also, guidelines for various jobs would be very beneficial.

Where does one find the populations necessary for this type of
research? In my opinion, the rehabilitation centers are excellent
sources. At the Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind, an ideal
situation for low vision research exists. A large population from
throughout the United States is centralized at one location. The
minimum stay at the center is usually 30 days. Last year out of 314
PERSONS SERVED, 178 WERE INDIVIDUALS WITH LOW VISION. EVERY TYPE OF EYE PATHOLOGY WAS REPRESENTED. I ENCOURAGE THE RESEARCHERS IN THE FIELD OF LOW VISION TO USE THE REHABILITATION CENTERS FOR THE BLIND TO CARRY ON THIS WORK.
THE LOW VISION CLINIC
AS AN EMPLOYMENT ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUE

CONNIE S. McCaa, M.D., Ph.D.
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH IN OPHTHALMOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
MEDICAL CENTER
AND
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
REHABILITATION RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER IN BLINDNESS AND LOW VISION
The majority of legally blind persons are not functionally blind (Kirchner and Peterson, 1979). Data published by the Public Health Service and the National Institutes of Health during the period 1962-1970 allow an estimate of the visually impaired population (Kirchner and Peterson, 1980). In 1977 partially sighted Americans numbered about 1.7 million of whom 339 thousand were legally blind. Seventy-five percent of the legally blind persons were partially sighted. In other words, the vast majority of the legally blind are not functionally blind, but are partially sighted. They have remaining eyesight or residual vision that can and should be used to cope with their employment and environment.

The long-term goal of this project is to assist partially sighted persons to utilize their remaining vision. Specifically, this project has attempted to determine whether low vision aids are effective in enhancing employment.

Subjects

In the first phase of the study, employees at Mississippi Industries for the Blind were selected for participation in the project. This company has a total of 300 employees with 206 of the employees legally blind. Seventy percent of these legally blind employees have some remaining eyesight. Fifty partially sighted individuals were randomly selected and brought to the Low Vision Aid Clinic at the University of Mississippi School of Medicine for evaluation. The subjects had been partially sighted for at least a year.
AND WERE AT LEAST SIX MONTHS AWAY FROM THEIR MOST RECENT EYE SURGERY. PERSONS ELIMINATED FROM THE PROJECT WERE THOSE WHO WERE UNABLE TO COMPLETE THE INTERVIEW PROCESS OR TO CARRY OUT THE ACTIVITIES REQUIRED FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OBSERVATION BECAUSE OF MENTAL OR PHYSICAL DISABILITIES OTHER THAN THOSE RELATED TO VISION.

THE PROJECT WAS APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER'S HUMAN INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE AND BY MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY'S COMMITTEE FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS.

PROCEDURE

Each visually impaired person was evaluated and a low vision aid prescribed if indicated. This process required four visits to the Low Vision Aid Clinic. The first visit consisted of a complete medical examination and an intraocular examination so that a medical diagnosis could be obtained. The second visit consisted of a visual field examination by Goldmann perimetry. The third visit focused on a low vision aid exam with particular attention being paid to the work site and job requirements of each individual. The fourth visit consisted of training in use of the aid.

RESULTS

The subjects ranged in age from 19 to 60 years. A wide variety of eye pathology was present in the subjects examined. Thirty of the subjects (60%) either had poor vision at birth or developed it during early childhood. Nine of the subjects had glaucoma which was either
UNCONTROLLED OR POORLY CONTROLLED. OF THESE, FOUR SUBJECTS WERE NOT USING MEDICATIONS AND HAD BEEN LOST TO MEDICAL FOLLOW-UP.

OF THE FIFTY PARTIALLY SIGHTED SUBJECTS, THIRTY-FOUR WERE FOUND TO BENEFIT FROM SOME TYPE OF OPTICAL AID DURING THE LOW VISION EXAM. THESE SUBJECTS WERE PRESCRIBED OPTICAL AIDS.

INTERVIEWS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED WITH 24 OF THE PERSONS WHO RECEIVED PRESCRIPTIONS FOR LOW VISION AIDS. SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE RESPONDENTS WERE ABLE TO SEE THEIR WORK BETTER USING THE AID PRESCRIBED. FOUR PERCENT THOUGHT THAT THEY POSSIBLY COULD SEE THE WORK BETTER WHILE 13 PERCENT COULD NOT SEE BETTER AT WORK WITH THE AID. HOWEVER, TWO OF THE THREE PERSONS WHO REPORTED THAT THEY RECEIVED NO BENEFIT AT WORK FROM USING THE AID REPORTED THAT THEY USED THE AIDS FOR OTHER TASKS. ONE OF THESE USED THE AID FOR READING AT HOME WHILE THE OTHER WAS AN ALBINO WHO USED HER LIGHT FILTERING LENSES WHILE OUTSIDE. TWO OF THE RESPONDENTS HAD BEEN GIVEN PRESCRIPTIONS FOR OPTICAL AIDS BUT HAD CHosen NOT TO GET THE AIDS.

NINETY PERCENT OF THE RESPONDENTS REPORTED THAT THEY USED THEIR EYESIGHT IN DOING THEIR JOBS AND 63 PERCENT WERE MORE COMFORTABLE USING AN AID WHEN WORKING. FORTY-FIVE PERCENT REPORTED THAT THEY COULD WORK FASTER WHEN USING AN AID AND 36 PERCENT THOUGHT THAT THEY MADE FEWER MISTAKES WHEN USING AN AID. SEVENTY-THREE PERCENT REPORTED THAT THEY NEEDED AND USED THE PRESCRIBED AID WHEN DOING THEIR JOBS AND 18 PERCENT THOUGHT THEY MADE MORE MONEY BASED ON PRODUCTION RATES WHEN USING THEIR AIDS.
PAYROLL DATA IS NOW BEING ANALYZED IN ORDER TO DETERMINE WHETHER RECEIVING AN AID DID IN FACT INCREASE THE PRODUCTION RATE. TESTING OF THE SUBJECTS WITH AND WITHOUT THE LOW VISION AID HAS BEEN INITIATED ON A SHORT TERM BASIS TO DETERMINE IF PRODUCTIVITY DOES INCREASE WITH THE USE OF THE AID.

DISCUSSION

THERE ARE LIMITED SERVICES AND FACILITIES IN THE SPECIALIZED AREA OF CARE FOR THE PARTIALLY SIGHTED. MILDER (1980) HAS EMPHASIZED:

"VISUAL AID CENTERS ARE INADEQUATE IN NUMBERS AND THAT THE DELIVERY OF VISUAL AID SERVICES AND DEVICES IS INADEQUATE IN THE UNITED STATES. THE POTENTIAL FOR ECONOMIC REHABILITATION OF THE PARTIALLY SIGHTED PERSON IS SIGNIFICANT, AND ECONOMICS ARE ATTRACTION TO THE PARTIALLY SIGHTED AS TO ANYONE ELSE."

IN 1977, AT THE DIRECTION OF ITS LOW VISION ADVISORY COMMITTEE, THE AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND CONDUCTED A MAIL SURVEY OF ALL IDENTIFIABLE LOW VISION AID CLINICS WHICH WERE DEFINED AS FACILITIES WHERE LOW VISION SERVICES ARE PROVIDED ON A REGULARLY SCHEDULED BASIS. THIS SURVEY UPDATED A 1973 STUDY OF THE NATIONAL SOCIETY TO PREVENT BLINDNESS.

each of the four regions. As a result of this comparison Kirchner and Phillips (1980) suggested that Low Vision Aid clinics were unevenly distributed. The southern region of the U.S. was underserved with 30 percent of the clinics and 44 percent of the severely visually impaired population. Directories of Low Vision Aid clinics such as those published by the American Foundation for the Blind and the National Society to Prevent Blindness provide additional sources of documentation for the lack of comprehensive low vision services throughout the nation.

Based on the results of this study and the degree of progressive eye pathology detected, it is evident that a Low Vision Aid Clinic in a previously underserved area will require medical eye diagnostic and treatment capability.

Results indicate that subjects in a workshop setting do perceive that optical aids will provide significant benefit to them, either by increasing their productivity or comfort in doing their work.

This study is continuing and preliminary data indicate that optical aids increase the productivity of some individuals. However, productivity over a long-term period is influenced by a number of variables; therefore, a series of short-term tests are being initiated to determine whether optical aids influence the short-term productivity of workers.

In addition, a study of partially sighted subjects who are either employed in competitive work or may potentially be employed in com-
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the studies described in this report indicate:

1. There is a need for closer medical follow-up of the visually impaired population.

2. The low vision aid should be job-specific and subject-specific.

3. Low vision aids can enhance employment.
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This presentation is an excellent example of the type of research that can be easily used within the "Blindness System." The rehabilitation field needs to place more emphasis on this type of specific and operational research. One of the key findings and areas for further research was the significant difference in productivity improvement depending on type of job, stability of vision, type of vision, and motivation.

It is clear that low vision services can improve the various life activities of many blind and visually impaired individuals. It is likewise clear that they are not a panacea. The technology of knowledge about low vision services has substantially evolved in the last few years. However a systematic and appropriate utilization of low vision services throughout our programs has not been developed in many instances.

This research has implications for activity at both the national and local level. At the national level, there should be increased emphasis of functional and outcome oriented low vision research. This research should focus on both the potential and the practical uses of low vision services. Information dissemination and training should be provided that will facilitate the appropriate implementation of low vision services throughout our programs. There is sufficient need in this area to justify substantially increased funding for research and training programs.

At the local level, it is important that low vision services not be considered as a separate eye care option that is used for some people. It should be considered an approach or system of services that permeates all aspects of our programs. As low vision services are
REVIEWED AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, I BELIEVE YOU NEED TO ASK YOURSELF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

- Do you have adequate and accessible low vision services?
- Do all of your staff understand the use of low vision within their activity?
- Is there adequate training on low vision provided to your staff and other interested groups such as consumers?
- Does your agency have a policy on when referrals for low vision services are made?
- Does your agency have a policy on when you orient clients to low vision services?
- Do your client diagnostic and planning documents facilitate the use of low vision services?
- Do your lesson plans and curriculum reflect current low vision knowledge?
- Are you working to develop multiple funding sources for low vision services, e.g., Medicaid, Medicare, Vocational Rehabilitation?
- Are people aware of other ways to reduce costs, such as tax deductions.

In summary, the potential benefit of Low Vision Services demands that all persons in the blindness system become trained in and maintain an awareness of Low Vision Services.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT SERVICE RESOURCES

WILLIAM H. GRAVES, ED.D.
DIRECTOR
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
REHABILITATION RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER
IN BLINDNESS AND LOW VISION
For over forty years, career development theorists have been attempting to determine which clients could benefit from or need different kinds of career development services. Research suggests that gender differences influence the outcome of career interventions (Power et al., 1979, Fretz & Long, 1982). Age might also affect the outcome of career development interventions. For example, Krumboltz et al., (1982) report older males made poorer simulated career choices than females and younger males after receiving rational decision making training. These kinds of results are not unanticipated, for sociology has shown us that life experiences are different for women, blacks and other ethnic groups, lower and upper classes, and disabled persons. While it is clear that disability brings with it different kinds of life experiences, it is not clear that the career development process is differentially affected by the life experiences accompanying disability.

The effect on an individual's career development of limiting career opportunities because of disability-related factors is unknown. Some work has been done which investigates the career development or vocational adjustment needs of disabled groups other than blind and severely visually impaired persons (see Vandergrout and Worral, 1982; and Bolton, 1982).

The career development intervention model developed by the Research and Training Center links Havighurst's career development model (1964) and career services in a way that will enable researchers to investigate the effects of severe visual impairment on career development. The proposed model is very straightforward. Career services,
SITE OF SERVICE DELIVERY, AND EMPLOYMENT OUTCOME ARE ARRANGED ON A
CUBE THAT CLEARLY DELINEATES POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SERVICES, SITES,
AND OUTCOMES. THIS MODEL OF INTERVENTIONS CAN FUNCTION WITHIN ANY ONE
OF HAVENGHURST'S SIX STAGES OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS AND RESOURCES SURVEY

HOLLAND, MAGOON, AND SPOKANE (1981) STATE THAT MULTIPLE
EVALUATIONS OF CAREER INTERVENTIONS FOR SIGHTED PERSONS HAVE REPORTED
POSITIVE OUTCOMES. EXTENSIONS OF THESE FINDINGS FOR BLIND AND
VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS MAY NOT BE WARRANTED. AS IT HAS BEEN
SUGGESTED BY PHILLIPS ET AL. (1983) ONE CAN NOT COMPARE THE CAREER
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS WITH THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT
OF THE SIGHTED POPULATION. APPLICATION OF CAREER INTERVENTIONS BASED
ON THE NEEDS OF SIGHTED PERSONS MAY LEAD TO INACCURATE CONCLUSIONS
ABOUT BOTH THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE INTERVENTION AND OF THE CAREER
DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF BLIND PERSONS. PHILLIPS ET AL. (1983) CALL FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF BASE LINE DATA POOLS FOCUSING ON THE CAREER
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS INCLUDING BLIND AND VISUALLY
IMPAIRED PERSONS.

TO BEGIN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BASE LINE DATA POOL, THE REHABILI-
TATION RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER SURVEYED THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS OF BLIND AND SEVERELY VISUALLY IMPAIRED ADULTS AND CHILDREN. TO
ASSESS THE PERCEPTIONS OF THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF THIS POPULA-
TION; PARENTS, TEACHERS, AND REHABILITATION COUNSELORS WERE ALSO SUR-
VEYED. PRIVATE AND PUBLIC REHABILITATION AGENCIES WERE ALSO ASKED
ABOUT THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF THIS POPULATION AS WELL AS ASKED
ABOUT THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THEIR CLIENTELE.
METHODOLOGY

The first phase of this study involved surveying teachers, visually impaired students and their parents. Students and teachers in both residential and public schools were surveyed. Students from grades 3, 6, 9 and teachers from grades K, 3, 6, 9, and 12 were selected. The 1982 federal quota registration list was used to determine proportions of students in each state, grade and type of school. Sampling was then based upon these proportions.

The second phase of the survey involved rehabilitation professionals and adult blind and visually impaired persons. Adult consumers were identified and accessed through the National Office of the American Council of the Blind. In selecting public and private rehabilitation agencies, an attempt was made to obtain samples from the same states and in like proportions as the student sample.

A mail survey instrument was used to collect the career development needs and resources data. The survey instruments were adapted from the Wisconsin Career Education Needs Assessment and Survey of Resources Handbook. This handbook contains 21 instruments that assess the career development needs of pre-school through retirement persons.

RESULTS

Career development activities in schools and rehabilitation agencies appear to be provided to the clientele of these schools and agencies with less frequency than the providers or potential service consumers state is needed. Thurman (1983) states that among the consequences for this state of affairs is continued high rates of underemployment and unemployment among blind and visually impaired people.
The need for self-understanding or self-awareness was included in the survey forms for each of the grade levels (3, 6, 9, 12). It is through self-understanding that one can become involved in the critical sequential process of self-evaluation upon which choices are made (Kirkman, 1983). The extent of this need was expressed at its highest level in grades 3 and 6. It was met by the schools at about the same frequency in grades 6, 9, and 12. Teachers, both kindergarten and grades 3-12, perceived these needs among the most important career development needs. They reported that their circumstances permitted them to meet this need at a rate slightly higher than the students perceived the need as being met.

Understanding the world of work is a career development need also included in the survey. The younger children (Grades 3 and 6) appeared to express greater need for understanding the world of work activities than did the students in grades 9 and 12. The younger group also reported the schools to be meeting these needs at a more frequent rate than the older students. The teacher group reported this need to be of medium importance, but not quite as important as the need for self-understanding. Kindergarten teachers reported meeting this need frequently while teachers in the other grades reported it to be met only slightly better than occasionally. The difference in meeting the need between the teacher groups likely reflects the differences between the activities described for the two groups. Of more critical concern is why teachers (3-12) would place less value on these activities than the kindergarten teachers. Teachers (3-12) may place lesser value on these activities because of less experience and
KNOWLEDGE IN THIS AREA. THE TEACHERS STATE THAT THEIR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION NEEDS FOR SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED CHILDREN ARE BEING MET ONLY OCCASIONALLY.

CAREER EXPLORATION, DECISION MAKING, AND PLANNING NEEDS WERE REPORTED IN WAYS WHICH APPEAR TO BE CONTRARY [SUBJECT TO REVISION ON FURTHER ANALYSIS] TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT THEORY OF NON-SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS. THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF CAREER EXPLORATION NEED EXPRESSED BY THE BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED STUDENTS SURVEYED WERE THE SIXTH GRADERS, FOLLOWED BY THE NINTH GRADERS, AND THEN THE TWELFTH GRADERS. THE SIXTH GRADERS ALSO REPORTED THESE NEEDS BEING MET BY THE SCHOOL LESS OFTEN THAN EITHER NINTH OR TWELFTH GRADERS. TEACHERS (3-12) EVALUATED THIS NEED IN THE MEDIUM HIGH RANGE AND REPORTED IT TO BE MET ONLY OCCASIONALLY BY THE SCHOOLS. SIGNIFICANTLY THOSE ITEMS INVOLVING TRY-OUTS IN WORK SETTINGS WERE PERCEIVED AS BEING MET EVEN LESS FREQUENTLY THAN OCCASIONALLY.

CAREER PREPARATION AND PLACEMENT NEEDS WERE PERCEIVED BY NINTH GRADERS AS A HIGHER ORDER NEED THAN DID THE TWELFTH GRADERS. BOTH GROUPS REPORTED THE NEED BEING MET AT APPROXIMATELY THE SAME RATE; MORE FREQUENTLY THAN OCCASIONALLY, BUT LESS OFTEN THAN FREQUENTLY. TEACHERS (3-12) PERCEIVED THE NEED TO BE SLIGHTLY MORE IMPORTANT THAN DID EITHER GROUP OF STUDENTS AND TO BE MET LESS FREQUENTLY THAN DID THE STUDENTS.
CONCLUSIONS

From a preliminary analysis of portions of the data collected from this survey, the following conclusions seem warranted. It must be noted, however, that the following conclusions are tentative and subject to revision on further analyses of the survey data.

1. The career development needs of blind and visually impaired youth appear to be needs which are of relative high intensity.

2. The career development needs of blind and visually impaired youth appear to be met only occasionally by schools.

3. As the career development service needs become more occupationally specific, the students expressed higher levels of need and lower rates of receipt of services.

4. Provider groups differed in the importance of the career development needs blind and visually impaired persons.

5. The provider groups agreed that the need for career development services among blind and visually impaired persons exceeded the availability of or frequency with which the services are generally provided to this population.

6. The needs of providers for career services to facilitate the career development of blind and visually impaired people exceeds the availability of such services.

7. As the needs of the providers of career services to be used with their clientele became more occupationally specific, the need for the service increased and the frequency or accessibility of the career service decreased.
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How can we work together in order to provide a continuum of services to our visually handicapped children and adult clients? Who should provide what? Buck passing is almost an avocation in the blindness field. Visually handicapped teachers are not guidance or vocational counselors -- guidance counselors don't understand the needs of the blind -- vocational guidance counselors can't work with poorly trained clients -- visually handicapped teachers are too busy with academics to teach ADL and communication skills, etc. Our field sometimes seems to be a never ending circle of "It's not my job" type responses. Perhaps the reason for this is we have specialized ourselves out of the market. Let's blame that on the training system, it is far more comfortable! Perhaps another reason for the many socially inept clients/students we find today is due to our need to take the concept of integration/mainstreaming too literally. If we believe visually handicapped and blind students have special unique needs and that they should work with their sighted peers and accomplish all those school requirements as well, on an equal basis, how can we possibly be surprised that the majority of visually handicapped students need more training time than the standard school calendar year and the standard grades K-12 learning experience? Contrary to society's popular belief, not every visually handicapped person is gifted and talented. Unique needs means extra training and additional time for this to happen - summers or a thirteenth year are possibilities.

Speaking of training let's look at our specialized training programs in the field of personnel preparation -- we have trained teachers of the visually handicapped at the Bachelors, Masters and
Doctoral levels, we have rehabilitation teachers at the Bachelors and Masters levels and we have Orientation and Mobility instructors at the Bachelors, Masters and Doctoral levels. Over the past twenty-five years we have become highly professional -- highly skilled -- highly specialized, and very expensive. Especially so when we consider we are working with the lowest incidence population of handicapped people scattered over a large geographic area. Can agencies afford all our specialties? Can we?

Let's begin the "how can we...?" list with training programs. First and foremost, we must continue to develop more multicompetently trained people. We are too small a field and population to divide the needs of blind people among so many specialized professions. We need dually certified people in a variety of ways. We already have three models: Orientation and Mobility/Visually Handicapped; Visually handicapped/preschool; and deaf and blind. We need to consider another dual training area -- rehabilitation and Orientation and Mobility. Regardless, all training must seriously integrate and emphasize low vision and the multiply impaired.

Let's next look at program planning. The IEP should begin at birth or age of onset with both rehabilitation and education drawing it up together with the parent or blind consumer themselves as the case manager. It should be a life long plan with the concept of closure determined by the client -- not the blindness system. After high school or the acquisition of measureable mutually agreed upon goals, additional counseling and/or skill development areas should be available at cost (a sliding scale) to the blind person. Early intervention is the key using a multidisciplinary approach and eventually
PLACING THE SUCCESS AND DIRECTION OF THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN THE HANDS OF THE CONSUMER.

However, before any of this can happen we as a field must:

1. Deal with our own attitudes toward the blind and visually handicapped person honestly.

2. Come to grips with the growing generic models both in training, service delivery and funding patterns.

3. Be open to new ideas from all professions but, most importantly, from the blind individual, himself, who must be allowed the dignity of choice, failure, and success of his or her own making.

When and only when this takes place will we feel comfortable and secure enough professionally to start working together as a profession concerned more for our clients than our own turfdom and misplaced loyalty directed toward a need for separatism and so called professional identity.
FUNDING TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

MARYANNE S. LANGTON
REHABILITATION CONSULTANT
PLAINVILLE, MA
There are two dreams in American society: one dream thrives on competitions and the free enterprise system; the other dream thrives on cooperation, and takes place in the public sector. The strength of fabric of American society has always been the ability to support two dreams. Those of us who are managers in the public sector have become caretakers of the second dream, and the job of caretaker is getting more and more difficult. We have less people, less money, less time and less patience and more demands. Such an environment puts tremendous strain and stress on us as public managers. We owe it to ourselves to relieve some of that strain and to tap one another for resources that we need but can't get. One of the ways to do this is through fund raising.

What I would like to discuss this morning is some of the ways in which technological advances can be financed through the private sector as well as the government sector. Some of the topics to be covered include:

I. Fears Associated with Fundraising
II. Values Clarification
III. The Importance of Your Ideas
IV. Evaluating Your Idea
V. Questions and Answers in Conducting A Search
VI. A Geographic Search In Mississippi
VII. The Proposal
VIII. Additional Resources
Getting over the fear of asking is paramount if you are going to be a successful fundraiser. Since talking about money in our society is generally considered ill mannered, getting comfortable with money takes some practice. *The Grassroots Fundraising Journal (April '83)* lists some common fears. Loosely paraphrased they include:

1. Fear of refusal
2. Fear of reprisal
3. Fear of resentment
4. Fear of lost friendships
5. Fear of being misunderstood
6. Guilt about your cause's worth compared to that of others.
7. Fear of insufficient information.

The particular fear you may have regarding fund raising is not as important as whether or not you resolve that fear. Because if you are not successful in resolving it then it will affect your confidence, and your persistence as a fundraiser.

Another way of reaching your feelings about asking for money is through value clarification. Ask yourself three questions: Under what situation would you grant someone $10,000, $50,000, and $100,000? What would they have to achieve in order for you to comply with each request? Then ask the person sitting next to you the same question. The answers to these questions are important because they will not be too dissimilar from the expectations of individuals weighing your request for funds.

Once you have conquered the fear of asking and done some values clarification you are ready to consider your ideas. First check your ideas for the imagination factor. In the field of marketing one of
THE MORE COMPPELLING TOOLS USED TO PRODUCE SALES IS IMAGINATION.

Very little is sold in the country today unless it captures the imagination of the public.

Second: Your idea should be explicit and persuasive. People should be able to comprehend what it is that you are attempting to do and be convinced that what you want to do needs to be done.

Third: What is the cost benefit to your idea? When you are finished will you have saved money or time or resources?

Fourth: Is your idea self-supporting?

Once you are confident that you have a good idea then evaluate your idea further. Why is it a good idea? Is it a good idea because of its scope? Its visibility? Is your idea a prototype? Does it express current interest? Will it make a significant contribution? Does it offer a solution to a problem? Can you offer a large network to accomplish your idea? Does the idea have many applications?

Armed with an idea and confident that it is a good idea you are prepared to begin a search for potential government entities or foundations that might be interested in financing your idea.

Foundation Fundamentals lists some questions to ask as you begin your search:

1. Has the foundation/government entity demonstrated a commitment to funding your particular subject area?

2. Is it likely that the foundation will make grants to recipients in your geographic area?

3. Does the amount of money you are requesting fit the foundation's grant range?
4. Does the foundation have any policy prohibiting grants for the support you are looking for?

5. Does the foundation like to make grants to cover the full costs of a project where other foundations share the costs?

6. For what period does the foundation generally make grants?

7. What type of organization does the foundation usually support?

Answering these questions before you approach a foundation or government entity for support will protect you from needless expenditure of time and effort. Getting the answers to these questions is probably the most time consuming part of the process.

The Federal Government offers the most comprehensive data on priorities for funding. The Federal Register publishes grant notices, objectives, and standards for funding prior to grant awards. Thus they offer the most complete information on program objectives. Large foundations publish Annual Reports and describe their funding priorities, but often the Annual Reports are purposely vague to encourage flexibility. Thus the best information on large foundations can be found in a volume entitled Source Book Profiles which details the giving record of the top 1000 foundations in the country. Information on small foundations can usually be obtained from community leaders, local newspapers and the National Data Book.

The best source of information on corporate foundations is the executive officer in the company assigned responsibility for the foundation's work.
The Federal government usually funds projects of a national scope. Large foundations generally fund projects of a national or even international scope. Smaller foundations concentrate on local communities, home states and geographic region. Corporate foundations limit their giving to the cities and towns in which they have district offices.

The Federal government distributes the largest amount of grants each year. Large foundations distribute the next largest amount followed by Corporate Foundations. Small foundations provide the smallest grants usually ranging from a few hundred dollars to a ceiling around $15,000.

In conducting a Foundation Search you can start with a geographic area or a subject area. If we were looking for funding for technological devices in Mississippi it might be easier to begin with geography since it's a fairly small state.

One would begin by going to the Foundation Library in Jackson, Mississippi and requesting a copy of The Foundation Directory. The Foundation Directory describes the assets of the largest foundations in the country. The 4000 foundations listed each have assets in excess of one million or more.

The Question: Are there any large foundations located in Mississippi?

Answer: There are several foundations in Mississippi.

Question: What are they?
Answer: 1. Chisholm Foundation (Laurel)  
2. Community Foundation Inc. (Jackson)  
3. Day Trust (Yazoo City)  
4. Deposit Guaranty Trust (Jackson)  
5. Field Cooperative Association, Inc. (Jackson)  
6. First Mississippi Corporation (Jackson)  
7. Hardin Foundation (Meridian)  

Question: Why were they set up?  
Answer: Most were established to aid higher education in the state. There is a strong pattern of giving to Protestant education. A few foundations also diversify their giving by contributing to community service.  

Question: Where would I find more detailed information on these seven foundations?  
Answer: Foundations Grants Index details the actual pattern of giving to the top 450 foundations.  

Question: Are any of the Mississippi Foundations in the top 450?  
Answer: The Hardin Foundation is listed.  

Question: What is the profile of the Hardin Foundation?  
Answer: The Hardin Foundation, grants to education projects in Mississippi.  

$12,000 - All Saints Episcopal School  
$ 5,000 - American Jewish Archives  
$ 8,000 - Board of State Institute for Higher Learning  
$14,000 - Children's Center (Early Childhood Ed. Project)  
$25,000 - CREATE (Challenge Grant for Public School Reading)  
$15,000 - McComb Municipal Separate School District  
$ 7,200 - Meridian Junior College  
$50,000 - Mississippi Authority for Educational T.V.  
$50,000 - Mississippi College  
$ 9,288 - Mississippi Committee for Humanities Card XII  
$ 5,500 - Mississippi Foundation for Independent Colleges  
$ 8,845 - Tougaloo College  
$ 9,936 - Wood Jr. College
Question: Since the other foundations are not listed in the Foundation Grants Index, where could I get detailed information on their track record?

Answer: You can request their Annual Report, call them or request a copy of their 990PF from IRS.

Question: What about the smaller foundations in Mississippi? Where would I find them?

Answer: The National Data Book lists all 22,000 foundations presently operative in the United States.

Question: Are there any small foundations in Mississippi?

Answer: There are 79!

Question: What are they?

Answer: There is a computer print out in National Data Book on Mississippi which I can pass around to save time.

Question: If I wanted to widen my geographic search to the South how would I go about it?

Answer: Return to Source Book Profiles for a breakdown of the largest 1000 foundations.

Question: Where are most of the large foundations located in the South?

Answer: Alabama, Florida, Georgia and Texas.

Question: Have any of the foundations located in these four states contributed money to Mississippi?

Answer: Most have geographic restrictions that preclude giving in Mississippi.
QUESTION: Is there any other reference I can check out to determine what foundations might allocate money to Mississippi?

ANSWER: **Corporate Foundation Profile** details the top 230 company sponsored foundations.

QUESTION: Is there a large company with branch offices in Mississippi that would fund a project in Mississippi?

ANSWER: Levi Strauss has branch offices in the South: 31% of their funds went to rehabilitation agencies last year with Goodwill in Oklahoma receiving a grant of $25,000.

**Conclusion:** Subject matter search will yield more potential grantees for Mississippi.

QUESTION: How do you conduct a subject matter search?

ANSWER: Consult the following references:

1. Comsearch Broad Topics Area Handicapped
2. Directories for The Handicapped
3. Foundation Directory - Index of Field of Interest
4. Foundation Grants Index
5. Source Book Profiles
6. Annual Reports
7. IRS 990PF

**References:**
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THE FUTURE OF REHABILITATION RESEARCH IN BLINDNESS AND LOW VISION
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Blind persons like the rest of humanity experience two sure events, birth and death. Like the sighted, persons with visual impairments have no choice at all about birth and relatively little choice about the final event. However, in the period between birth and death, how a blind person's time is spent can be affected by the blind person, the family, the educator, the rehabilitation professional, and any number of other individuals.

Careers can be thought of as the sum total of the ways in which a person spends a lifetime. In every newspaper, there is a case history of an individual's career. It is the deceased's obituary. An obituary lists the surviving members of the family, the schools attended, the occupational and professional activities pursued, and community and religious memberships. An obituary is a summary statement of the activities thought to represent the most important ways in which a person spends time on earth (Krumboltz & Hamel, 1982). By choosing how their time is spent, blind and visually impaired persons can exercise some control over their career and lives. Some might argue that blind persons have few choices because chance factors such as race, sex, geographical locale, parental socioeconomic class, and the intrinsic and extrinsic attributes of blindness and visual impairments severely restrict or even eliminate the choices available to blind and visually impaired people. Others might argue that given the powers these kinds of factors have on the career development of the blind or visually impaired person, it is a waste of effort for work to be undertaken to assist blind persons to have more choices about the kinds of career options available to them.
Rehabilitation research today takes and in the future will take a contrary position. Rehabilitation research in fact is based on the assumption that blind and visually impaired persons can have influence over their career development. The goal of rehabilitation research in the future as it is today will be to provide consumers and practitioners solutions to the problems blind and visually impaired persons encounter in managing their careers and lives.

Rehabilitation research in the field of blindness and low vision is designed to assist persons with visual impairments gain the knowledge, skills and attitudes they need to make choices about the way they live so that their lives are of the most benefit and satisfaction to themselves and to society. A blind or visually impaired person without the skills, knowledge, and attitudes necessary to direct his or her career is at the mercy of chance and the intrinsic and extrinsic attributes of blindness. This is a state antithetical to the goal of rehabilitation research. The future of research in the rehabilitation of persons who are blind or visually impaired lies in helping blind and visually impaired persons gain more and more control over their career processes.

In what direction should research go in assisting blind persons to achieve greater career control? Will it be directed at developing new technology? Not likely, it will in greater probability examine how technology might be used by consumers and practitioners alike in enhancing the control blind and visually impaired persons have over their careers. It might evaluate aids and equipment to permit public dissemination of information such as the value, cost, and life-expectancy of devices available for blind persons (Tobin, 1984). It,
REHABILITATION RESEARCH IN COLLABORATION WITH THE CONSUMERS OF THIS TECHNOLOGY, MIGHT, THROUGH RESEARCH PROGRAMS, ASSIST ENGINEERS AND COMPUTER SCIENTISTS TO DESIGN TECHNOLOGICAL DEVICES WHICH MEET THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF DISABLED PERSONS.

Rehabilitation research will focus on how blindness and other visual impairments affect the career development of this population. Studies will be conducted on the delivery of career development services and the short-term, intermediate, and long-term outcomes of these services for the enhancement of careers of blind persons. Studies will be conducted using multiple outcome criteria, multiple measures of the same criterion, and specific as well as global measures of the outcome of career development services. Career development constructs, career goals, and career services for and of blind persons will be better defined. For example, a major concern in the blindness field and community is "What kinds of services assist the upward mobility of blind persons?" The field has yet to define upward mobility and its place in the delivery of career services or even who is responsible for the upward mobility of the blind person. Is it the agency's, the blind person's, the employer's, or everyone's responsibility?

Individual career services and their effects on the career development of blind persons will continue to receive the attention of the rehabilitation researcher. Improved assessment devices and procedures will be the aim of many rehabilitation research projects. Assessment instrumentation will be developed to assist consumers and practitioners make more adequate decisions about careers in managerial, technical, and professional fields as well as in other fields of employment.
A fertile area for rehabilitation research is the development of instrumentation for measuring the outcomes of the educational and rehabilitation processes. Ways to measure very basic and practical phenomena that may help to predict occupational success and satisfaction are needed. For example, can blind students or blind clients articulate their career goals and state the goals necessary to attain them? The I.E.P. and I.W.R.P. and the linkage between the two offer everyone in the blindness field an opportunity to assist visually impaired people to develop the skills needed to state goal steps as well as monitor progress. Unfortunately, research based strategies to teach the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for both consumers and practitioners in this process are lacking.

The Randolph-Sheppard program has provided employment opportunities for blind persons for about 50 years. For some blind persons, Randolph-Sheppard programs will continue to provide viable career goals. Not all persons who wish to move into this field will be successful. Research questions that require study include the following: Are there training strategies which assist blind persons to become more effective operators or managers of Randolph-Sheppard programs? What are the personal skills, attitudes, and interests that contribute to the success or failure of a new Randolph-Sheppard stand? What types of training activities would be useful in helping people decide whether or not the Randolph-Sheppard program is an appropriate career choice? What types of assessment instruments would be helpful in identifying successful operators? If research can assist in identifying the deficits of an individual likely to fail, which of the deficit areas are amenable to training designed to overcome the defi-
These kinds of questions can continue for these are important to one career objective for some blind persons. A similar series of questions can be asked about persons interested in becoming self-employed, entrepreneurs, or engaging in home-based employment.

For some blind persons, like some sighted persons, personal satisfaction may not be reached through work, no matter how desirable that is. Occupational activities are only one way of satisfying personal needs. It is appropriate now to recall Don Super's definition of career.

...the sequence of major positions occupied by a person throughout his preoccupational, occupational, and post occupational life; includes work-related roles such as those of student, employee, and pensioner, together with complementary avocational, familial and civic roles (1979, p. 156).

Educational and rehabilitation personnel, in their efforts to help blind people find a career that satisfies all their interests, values and talents, may find it difficult to help them achieve realistic goals if career is too narrowly defined. The task of rehabilitation research is to provide practitioners with methods which assist blind persons in planning careers in the fullest sense of the word. Such careers will be satisfying and contribute to the kind of quality of life desired by the blind person. Directions researchers might pursue to reach this goal include the development of ways to assess how specific activities like family, civic, and hobbies might satisfy an individual's needs not met by work activities (Krumholtz & Hamel, 1982). The patterns blind people use to blend the non-occupational and the occupational to achieve the quality of life they desire may also be a research question.
The challenges facing rehabilitation research in its efforts to enhance the career development of blind persons are numerous and exciting. It must be acknowledged that these challenges are being presented in the context of the culture of this nation and in the field of blindness in particular. The perceived need of the field for rehabilitation research in blindness has direct influence on the annual budget appropriated by Congress for these activities. The quality and quantity of rehabilitation research will be only as great as the perceived need for the efforts. If support of the field is not given to research in this area, it should be evident that the quality of any one blind person's career development will be only as high as that of the tools, curriculum materials, and rehabilitation strategies provided to practitioners and consumers from rehabilitation research. Rehabilitation research, just now in its infancy, needs your support, involvement, and cooperation. The future of rehabilitation research lies in the degree to which consumers, practitioners, and researchers cooperate and consolidate their efforts and resources in developing research and training products which enhance the career development of blind and visually impaired persons.

There, then, is my analysis of research needs in the field of blindness. It is offered for analysis and criticism. "In self-protection, I would say that trying to provide services without carrying out research is like using a blunt, single pronged fork - it is of little value for stabbing the food and of even less value for lifting it to the mouth. If the ends are willed, then the means also must be willed. It is not, perhaps, the time to go into the qualifications, recruitment, training, and career structure of the research
STAFF NEEDED TO CARRY OUT SUCH A PROGRAM. WITHOUT SUCH A CADRE OF PEOPLE, HOWEVER, WE SHALL FIND OURSELVES IN THE YEAR 2000 BEMOANING THE DEARTH OF ESSENTIAL INFORMATION, AND WE SHALL BE DOING A GRAVE DISSERVICE TO THIS AND FUTURE GENERATIONS OF BLIND AND PARTIALLY SIGHTED PEOPLE" (TOBIN, 1984, P.4).
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